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Abstract
This article focuses on the global policy challenge of network neutrality. Will governments be able to

ensure increasing access to an ever faster Internet while supporting user and content provider expec-

tations that censorship and filtering of their content is kept to a democratically and economically nec-

essary minimum? Or will open Internet access be relegated to a comparatively slow lane, with fast

lanes reserved for ISPs’ affiliated video,  telephony  and other preferred services? Communications

regulation of telephony, broadcasting and the Internet (including consumer electronic commerce)

depends on the solutions found to these questions, grouped in the sloganised principle of ‘network

neutrality’.
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Neutralidad de la red: Historia, regulación y futuro

Resumen
Este artículo se centra en el reto de política global de la neutralidad en la red: ¿Podrán los gobiernos

garantizar un acceso creciente a un Internet aún más rápido, y a la vez defender las expectativas de

los usuarios y los proveedores de contenidos de que la censura y el filtrado de sus contenidos se man-

tendrán en los mínimos democrática y económicamente necesarios? ¿O bien el acceso al Internet

abierto se relegará a un carril comparativamente lento, con carriles rápidos reservados para servicios

preferentes de vídeo, telefonía y otros, afiliados a los proveedores de servicios de acceso a Internet?

La regulación de las comunicaciones de telefonía, radiodifusión e Internet (incluido el comercio elec-

trónico) depende de las soluciones a estas preguntas, agrupadas en el principio, convertido en slogan,

de neutralidad de la red.
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1. History: Trust-to-Trust and Control 
of Communications

Network neutrality is the latest phase of an eternal argu-

ment over control of communications media. The Internet

was held out by early legal and technical analysts to be

special, due to its decentred construction, separating it

from earlier “technologies of freedom” (de Sola Pool,

1983) including radio and the telegraph. Spar (2001)

argues that control is a historical evolutionary step in

communications media development, while Wu (2010),

following Lessig (1999), argues that closure need not be

an inevitable outcome.

The Internet had never been subject to regulation beyond

that needed for interoperability and competition, building

on the Computer I and II inquiries by the Federal Commu-

nications Commission (FCC) in the United States (Wer-

bach, 2005), and the design principle of end-to-end (E2E)

that was first described by Saltzer, Reed and Clark (1984).

That principle itself was bypassed by the need for greater

trust and reliability in the emerging broadband network

by the late 1990s, particularly as spam email led to

viruses, botnets and other risks. As a result, E2E has grad-

ually given way to trust-to-trust mechanisms, in which it is

receipt of the message by one party’s trusted agent

which replaces the receipt by final receiver (Clark/Blu-

menthal, 2011). This agent is almost always the Internet

Service Provider (ISP), and it is regulation of this party

which is at stake in net neutrality. ISPs are not only

removing spam and other hazardous material before they

reach the (largely technically uneducated) subscriber,

ISPs also can remove other potentially illegal material on

behalf of governments and copyright holders, to name

the two most active censors on the Internet, as well as

prioritising packets for their own benefit. As a result, the

E2E principle would be threatened were it not already

moribund.

The legal policy and regulatory implications of rapidly

standardising innovation on the communications ecology

was well understood by Benkler, who was concerned with

the need to maintain interoperability and openness to

ensure a ‘commons’ in which unaffiliated and non-com-

mercial innovation could flourish (Benkler, 1998a, 1998b).

The Internet’s core values of openness and democracy

have been established by accident as well as design.

Noam (2008) states: “There is nothing especially new

about [media law’s] recent round-net-neutrality – as a

conceptual issue, or in terms of its policy options, except

for the terminology”. Benkler (1998) and Lemley and

McGowan (1998) have argued that, though network

effects may tend to closure of the network, regulatory

scrutiny may not be the only outcome that will result in

greater openness.

It is not novel to claim that protocols regulate user behav-

iour on the Internet (“Code is law” as Lessig [1999a] put

it), but legal commitment to freedom of speech means

that law can regulate the Internet by enforcing conditions

to enable free speech. As Wu (2003a) explains, laws can

regulate the Internet as surely as vice versa, and with

more constitutional authority if less technical virtuosity

(Mayer-Schonberger, 2008; Reidenberg, 2005). By 1998,

the innovation-control argument hinged on Microsoft’s

leveraging of its operating system monopoly into browser

and video software, and by 2000 this had led to scrutiny

of AOL-Time Warner, notably the potential for foreclo-

sure of Instant Messaging and video (Faulhaber, 2002),

and of cable-telephony horizontal merger such as that

between AT&T and MediaOne (Lemley and Lessig, 1999).

This moved on to control over WiFi, an unlicensed spec-

trum technology capable of providing local area network

connectivity and opening the control over end-users

exerted by fixed and wireless ISPs (Croxford and Mars-

den, 2001). Net neutrality as a description was first

applied to the debate about Internet traffic management

practices (ITMP), or Quality of Service on the Internet in

2003 (Lessig and Wu, 2003; Wu, 2003b), though the
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debate began when academics feared that cable TV’s

closed business model would overtake the open Internet

in 1999 (Lemley and Lessig, 1999; Lessig, 1999a, 1999b).

Initial treatment of network neutrality discussed ensuring

four ‘Net Freedoms’ (FCC, 2005) for end-users: freedom

to attach devices, run applications, receive the content

packets of their choice and to receive “Service Plan Infor-

mation... meaningful information” (see the section on

transparency). Even in 2011, scholars are suggesting free-

dom to innovate can be squared with design prohibitions

(van Schewick 2010), despite over a decade of multi-bil-

lion dollar protocol development by the ISP community

resulting in the ability to control traffic coming onto their

networks (Waclawsky, 2005), and whole scale rationing of

end-user traffic. Berners Lee (2006) explained: “There

have been suggestions that we don't need legislation

because we haven't had it. These are nonsense, because

in fact we have had net neutrality in the past - it is only

recently that real explicit threats have occurred.” Bern-

ers Lee was particularly adamant that he does not wish

to see the prohibition of Quality of Service (QoS)

because that is precisely the claim made by some US net

neutrality advocates – and opposed by the network engi-

neering community.

1.1. History: Definition and Development

Net neutrality may be seen to comprise two separate non-

discrimination commitments (Marsden, 2010a), one of

universal service and another of common carriage. Back-

ward-looking ‘net neutrality lite’ claims that Internet

users should not be disadvantaged due to opaque and

invidious practices by their current Internet Service Pro-

vider – the company providing the Internet connection

into their home. The argument is that a minimum level of

service should be provided which offers open Internet

access without blocking or degrading specific applications

or protocols – what has been described as an updated

form of universal service (Mueller, 1998), generally pro-

posed at 2Mbps. That provides a basic level of service

which all subscribers should eventually receive.

Forward-looking ‘positive net neutrality’ describes a prac-

tice whereby higher QoS at higher prices should be

offered on fair reasonable and non-discriminatory

(FRAND) terms to all-comers, a modern equivalent of com-

mon carriage (Noam, 1994). It is a more debatable princi-

ple, with many content providers and carriers preferring

exclusive arrangements. The type of service which may

be entitled to FRAND treatment could result in short-term

exclusivity in itself, as, for instance, wireless/mobile cell

towers may only be able to carry a single high-definition

video stream at any one point in time and therefore a

monopoly may result. As common carriage dictates terms

but not the specific market conditions, transparency and

non-discrimination would not automatically result in a

plurality of services. I argue against social or economic

justifications for either barring any proprietary high-

speed traffic at all, or for strict versions of net neutrality

that would not allow any traffic prioritisation. There is too

much at stake either to expect government to supplant

the market in providing higher speed connections, or for

the market to continue to deliver openness without the

most basic of policy and regulatory backstops to ensure

some growth (Meisel, 2010, p. 20).

The net neutrality problem is complex and far-reaching:

attempts to dismiss it as a problem that can be overcome

by local loop (last mile) telecoms competition (Cave et al.,

2009; Renda, 2008) do not fully acknowledge persistent

problems with market failure. The physical delivery of

Internet to consumers is subject to a wide range of bottle-

necks, not simply in the last mile to the end-user. There is

little ‘middle mile’ (backhaul) competition in fixed ISP

markets, even in Europe where the commitment to regu-

lation for competition remains, as wholesale backhaul is

provided by the incumbent privatised national telecoms

provider (in the UK, British Telecom). Even if platforms

did compete in, for instance, heavily cabled countries,

there would remain ‘n-sided’ market problems in that

there is no necessary direct (even non-contractual) rela-

tionship between innovative application providers and

ISPs (Economides and Tåg, 2007), so that platforms may

set rules to ‘tax’ data packets that ultimately impoverish

the open innovation value chain, so ultimately causing

consumer harm. Thus, the archetypal garage start-ups

such as Facebook (founded 2003) and YouTube (founded

2005) would have had less opportunity to spread ‘virally’

across the Internet, as their services would have been

subject to these extra costs. Many commercial content

providers, such as Google, use content delivery networks

and other caching mechanisms to accelerate the speed of

delivery to users, in essence reducing the number of

these ‘hops’. Content is therefore already delivered at dif-

ferent speeds depending on the paid priority the content

provider assigns to it, but not the ISPs’ policies.
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1.2. History: How Traffic Management Has 
Changed Common Carriage

Network congestion and lack of bandwidth at peak times

is a feature of the Internet. It has always existed. That is

why video over the Internet was until the late 1990s sim-
ply unfeasible. It is why Voice over the Internet has

patchy quality, and why engineers have been trying to

create higher QoS. E2E is a two-edged sword, with advan-

tages of openness and a dumb network, and disadvan-
tages of congestion, jitter and ultimately a slowing rate of

progress for high-end applications such as high definition

video. It may have its disadvantages for those introducing
zoning as compared with QoS, and in this it has obvious

parallels with ‘common carriage’. Common carriers, who

claim on the one hand the benefits of rights of way and

other privileges, yet on the other claim traffic manage-
ment for profit rather than network integrity, are trying

to both have their cake and eat it (Frieden, 2010b). It is

worth stating what common carriage is not. It is not a flat
rate for all packets. It is also not necessarily a flat rate for

all packets of a certain size. It is, however, a mediaeval

non-discrimination bargain between sovereign and trans-

port network or facility, in which an exchange is made: for
the privileges of classification as a common carrier, these

private actors will be granted the rights and benefits that

an ordinary private carrier would not. As Cherry (2006)
has written, common carriers are not a solution to a com-

petition problem, they far predate competition law. They

prevent discrimination between the same traffic types – if
I offer you transport of your high definition video stream

of a certain protocol, then the next customer could

demand the same, subject to capacity, were the Internet

subject to common carriage.

New technology lets ISP routers (if so equipped) look

inside a data packet to ‘see’ its content, via what is known

as deep packet inspection (DPI) and other techniques.
Previous routers were not powerful enough to conduct

more than a shallow inspection that simply established

the header information – the equivalent of the postal

address for the packet. An ISP can use DPI to determine
whether a data packet values high-speed transport – as a

television stream does in requiring a dedicated broadcast

channel – and offer higher-speed dedicated capacity to
that content, typically real-time dependent content such

as television, movies or telephone calls using VOIP. Most

voice calls and video today use a dedicated line, your cop-

per telephone line or cable line: tomorrow they may use
dedicated high-speed lanes on your Internet connection.

That could make good business for ISPs that wish to offer

higher capability via DPI (not all ISPs will do so, and it is
quite possible to manage traffic less obtrusively by using

the DiffServ protocol to prioritise traffic streams within

the same Internet channel). Waclawsky (2005) stated,

“This is the emerging, consensus view: [it] will let broad-
band industry vendors and operators put a control layer

and a cash register over the Internet and creatively

charge for it”. 

DPI and other techniques that let ISPs prioritise content

also allow them to slow down other content, as well as

speed up content for those that pay (and for emergency

communications and other ‘good’ packets). This poten-
tially threatens the business of companies that compete

with that content: Skype offers VOIP using normal Inter-

net speeds; uTorrent and BBC’s iPlayer offer video using

peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols. Encryption is common in
these applications and partially successful in overcoming

these ISP controls, but, even if all users and applications

used strong encryption, this would not succeed in over-
coming decisions by ISPs simply to route known premium

traffic to a ‘faster lane’, consigning all other traffic to a

slower non-priority lane (a policy explanation simplifying

a complex engineering decision). P2P is designed to make
the most efficient use of congested networks, and its pro-

ponents claim that with sufficient deployment, P2P could

largely overcome congestion problems.

Traffic management techniques affect not only high-

speed, high-money content, but by extension all other

content too. You can only build a high-speed lane on a

motorway by creating inequality, and often these
‘improvement works’ slow down everyone currently using

the roads. The Internet may be different in that regula-

tors and users may tolerate much more discrimination in

the interests of innovation. To make this decision on an
informed basis, it is in the public interest to investigate

transparently both net neutrality ‘lite’ (the slow lanes)

and net neutrality ‘heavy’ (what rules allow higher speed
content). For instance, in the absence of oversight, ISPs

could use DPI to block some content altogether, if they

decide it is not to the benefit of ISPs, copyright holders,

parents or the government. ISP blocking is currently
widespread in controlling spam email, and in some coun-

tries in blocking sexually graphic illegal images.

One of the main claims by ISPs wishing to traffic-manage
the Internet is that Internet traffic growth is unmanage-

able by traditional means of expansion of bandwidth and
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that, therefore, their practices are reasonable. In order to

properly research this claim, regulators need access to

ISP traffic measurement data. There are several possible

means of accessing data at Internet Exchange points, but

much data is private either because it is between two

peers who do not use an exchange, or because it is car-

ried by a content delivery network (CDN). No government

regulator has produced any reliable data and carriers’

and CDNs’ own data is subject to commercial confidential-

ity (for instance Google’s proprietary CDN). In June 2009,

Epitiro benchmarking tests showed UK broadband run-

ning at 0.9 Mbps in evening peak time, a rate below that

which would permit video streaming of the BBC iPlayer.

The delays to the network also made it unreliable for

video gaming or VOIP (ThinkBroadband 2009): “users

received on average 24% of the maximum ‘up to’ head-

line speeds advertised [...] During peak hours (6 pm to

midnight) speeds dipped by approximately 20% [...] Ping

times, an important metric for online game playing came

in at around 150 ms which is too high for acceptable gam-

ing performance.”

2. Regulation: the Law of Net 
Neutrality

Although net neutrality was the subject of FCC regulatory

discussions and merger conditions from 2003 (Frieden,

2010b, 2011), its status was unsure in mid-2011 with no leg-

islation passed by Congress, and FCC actions reserved to

isolated examples of discrimination that were litigated

(Comcast v. FCC, 2010). President Obama came into office

committed to net neutrality regulation (Marsden, 2010a:

1). A Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) by the FCC

extended a consultation on net neutrality over 2009-10.

This process was finishing just as the Court of Appeal in

April 2010 (Comcast v. FCC, 2010) judged that the FCC’s

regulatory actions in this area were not justified by its

reasoning under the Telecommunications Act 1996

(Ammori, 2010). The successful Comcast appeal meant

that the FCC had three legal choices: reclaim Title II com-

mon carrier authority for ISPs under the 1996 Telecom-

munications Act, ask Congress to re-legislate to grant it

Title I authority, or try to assert its own Title I authority

subject to legal challenge (Marsden, 2010a). It adopted

this last course in its Order of 23 December 2010 (FCC,

2010), which is to be challenged before the courts (Frie-

den, 2011, pp. 6-15). This stay of regulatory action may

leave the FCC in suspended animation for much of 2012,

and researchers must look elsewhere for net neutrality

regulation (Marsden, 2010b; Meisel, 2010, Donahue, 2010).

The European institutions in late 2009 agreed to impose

transparency and net neutrality ‘lite’ conditions on ISPs,

in directives that had to be implemented in national law

by May 2011. BEREC (2010) notes that legal provisions in

the Directives permit greater ‘symmetric’ regulation on

all operators, not simply dominant actors, but ask for clar-

ification on these measures: Access Directive, Art 5(1)

now explicitly mentions that NRAs are able to impose

obligations “on undertakings that control access to end-

users to make their services interoperable”. The new

wider scope for solving interoperability disputes may be

used:

“revised article 20 of the Framework Directive now  pro-

vides  for the resolution of  disputes between undertak-

ings providing electronic communications  networks or

services and also between such undertakings and others

that benefit from obligations of access and/or intercon-

nection (with the definition of access also modified in Art

2 AD as previously stated). Dispute resolutions cannot be

considered as straightforward tools for developing a reg-

ulatory policy, but they do provide the option to address

some specific (maybe urgent) situations. The potential

outcome of disputes based on the transparency obliga-

tions can provide a ‘credible threat’ for undertakings to

behave in line with those obligations, since violation may

trigger the imposition of minimum quality requirements

on an undertaking, in line with Art 22(3) USD.”

The European Commission is in 2011 consulting on the

future of the Universal Service Obligation (EC, 2010)

which may be extended to 2Mbps broadband (impacting

member state law in 2012), which will mark a new ‘line in

the sand’ in Europe for minimum service levels. That will

also require commitments to offering that level of access

to the open Internet, not a throttled, blocked, walled gar-

den area.

2.1. National Regulatory Responses

Net neutrality has been most effectively carried into leg-

islation or regulation in Japan and the European Union, as

well as Norway and Canada (where it is called ITMP: De

Beer, 2009). European Economic Area (not full EU) mem-

ber, Norway, dealt with net neutrality in 2008-9. A com-

plaint first arose due to a dispute between an ISP,

NextGenTel, and the Norwegian state broadcaster NRK in

mid-2006 (Marsden, 2010a, pp. 172–173). The regulator in
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Norway persuaded the ISPs and cable companies to sign a

co-regulatory pact on transparency and consumer rights
in 2009. The Norwegian Code (2009) states:

• Internet users must be given complete and accurate

information about the service they are buying, includ-
ing capacity and quality. 

• Users may send and receive content of their choice,
use services and applications of their choice and con-

nect any hardware and software that does not harm

the network. 
• The connection cannot be discriminated against based

on application, service, content, sender or receiver.

At national level, EU member states have been slow to

recognise net neutrality problems, despite strong anec-

dotal evidence arising (Dunstone, 2006). Ofcom has con-
fined itself to measuring ISP broadband performance, and

making it easier for consumers to switch to rival provid-
ers (Kiedrowski, 2007). The government itself has been

inert, even erroneously reporting to the European Com-

mission in its 15th Annual Implementation Report on tele-
coms liberalisation that no problems were occurring.

The Netherlands, in June 2011, introduced a net neutrality

provision into Parliament, following controversy over
KPN Mobile’s intention to charge extra for VOIP and text

messaging by alternative providers. The vote was post-

poned twice, on 14 and 21 June, and it was pending at the
time of submitting this article. 

Net neutrality is politically controversial in Canada, where

a celebrated breach took place in 2005 (De Beer, 2009).
The regulator announced an evidence-based inquiry into

net neutrality held in 2009. As a result, new principles of

transparency and non-discrimination were declared;
these await cases and regulatory decisions in which to

add detail to the broad declarations.

2.1.1.Bandwidth Caps

Usage based billing (UBB), to use the Canadian expres-

sion, is not new in Internet policy, being the default in

most countries prior to the introduction of broadband
modems in the late 1990s. Only in countries with unme-

tered local calls, such as Canada and the United States,

was Internet use ‘all you can eat’ (Oftel, 2000). UBB
became a headline issue in 2010 in both the United States

and Canada. Different practices have been identified by

Geist (2011). With the introduction of broadband cable in

Canada, its regulator, the Canadian Radio-television and

Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), permitted UBB

with monthly download caps on users. This was justified

by the shared resource used by cable modem subscribers

in the local loop. The CRTC (2011) reiterated its permission

for UBB, justified by reference to its responsibilities to

ensure competition under Section 7 of the Telecommuni-

cations Act 1993. Comcast in the US created a 250GB cap

(Burstein, 2008), which was considered more transparent

than its previous usage of DPI and other techniques led

by its subcontractor Sandvine to prevent peer-to-peer

transfers.

Most UBB relates to maximum download capacity, and is

assessed independently of the maximum download

speeds which users can receive, the latter being the

‘headline rates’ that are generally used in broadband

advertising to consumers. OECD (2008) shows that, of

215 broadband packages sampled, almost half would

result in users exceeding their monthly caps within three

hours at advertised maximum speeds. OECD (2010) shows

that while two countries (Japan, South Korea) have

replaced almost half of their copper lines with fibre, the

vast majority are still copper-based. There is wide varia-

tion in practices between countries, though comparisons

are difficult to put into context (Bauer, 2010). Countries

which were bottom of the OECD tables for bandwidth pro-

vision in 2008, Australia and New Zealand have adopted

the radical step of commissioning a national fibre local

loop to replace their incumbent telephony monopoly.

Public intervention is by no means a taboo in broadband

investment, and the European Commission has repeat-

edly approved all non-urban public investment in fibre

deployments proposed by Member States. Broadband is

not an investment to be left wholly to the private sector,

and investment incentives such as permitting UBB will not

of themselves ensure national fibre to the premises.

The deployment of fibre to the local exchange is in itself

no major current constraint on capacity: it is the backhaul

cost from the telephone exchange to the Internet that is

the constraint here (and in future, the cost of fibre from

exchange closer to the customer). All broadband users

share the backhaul capacity from the local exchange to

the Internet, capacity which must be bought wholesale

from the incumbent in most cases. Therefore, incumbents

can control the capacity available to competitive ISPs.

Burstein (2011) has stated his belief that current caps are
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designed to prevent ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) video to be

delivered via broadband, competing with the triple-play

offers of ISPs which want subscribers to pay for a tele-

phone line, broadband service and cable or Internet deliv-

ered video programming (also Crawford, 2011). OTT video

would compete with the last of these services, and

degrading or capping the broadband service can protect

the incumbent’s video service. Burstein estimates the

backhaul costs to ISPs as under $1/month, whereas

Ofcom (2006) estimated the costs of backhaul for BBC’s

iPlayer video catch-up service to UK ISPs as in the order

of £4-5/month. Prices have fallen rapidly with increases

in transmission efficiency in that period (Moore’s Law

alone will have decreased prices by 75% over five years).

Much more research is needed into backhaul costs and

other constraints on UBB.

2.1.2.Transparency and ‘Reasonable Traffic 

Management’

One of the several principles of network neutrality pro-

mulgated by both the FCC and European Commission is

that only ‘reasonable network management’ be permit-

ted, and that the end-user be informed of this reasonable-

ness via clear information (Faulhaber, 2010). Both the

FCC in the US and the European Commission have relied

on non-binding declarations to make clear their intention

to regulate the ‘reasonableness’ of traffic management

practices. In Canada, the CRTC has relied on inquiries to

the dissatisfaction of advocates, while in Norway and

Japan non-binding self-regulatory declarations have been

thus far non-enforced. 

Transparency is a work in progress, and best regulatory

information practices have yet to emerge – without such

practices, any commitment to net neutrality is specious.

Faulhaber (2010) has suggested four basic principles

based on examination of other industries’ information

regulation: “1) disclose all information relevant to cus-

tomer choice, 2) to which customers have easy access, 3)

clearly and simply, and 4) in a way that is verifiable.” He

argues that Comcast would not have been reprimanded

by the FCC had its traffic management been more trans-

parent. I suggest a fifth principle: information should be

cross-compared by an accredited independent third party

that is not reliant on broadband industry funding, such as

a consumer protection agency. This could be carried out

at arm’s length via a self- or co-regulatory agreement.

Since May 2011, both European regulators and the Euro-

pean Commission have begun to attempt to define ‘rea-

sonable traffic management’ for the purposes of the

European law on Internet traffic. This is likely to produce

more robust guidelines for both ISPs and consumers

(Sluijs, 2010), with a BEREC work group due to report by

the end of 2011. The European law was, in 2009, amended

to include the following:

“19. Transparency  obligations  on public  communica-

tions  network  providers providing  electronic  communi-

cations services available to the public to ensure end-to-

end connectivity, [...] disclosure regarding any conditions

limiting access to and/or use of services and applications

where such conditions are allowed by Member States in

conformity with Community law, and, where necessary

and proportionate, access by national regulatory authori-

ties to such information needed to verify the accuracy of

such disclosure”.1

In the UK, Ofcom has tried to encourage industry self-reg-

ulation via transparency Codes of Conduct. It has also

carried out measurement of ISP practices in collaboration

with SamKnows, a consultancy that has also worked with

the FCC. SamKnows is measuring seventeen metrics over

2010-12.2 It has worked with Ofcom since 2008, and the

FCC since 2010 (with the latter it is conducting 11 tests over

a three-year period). US FCC-SamKnows tests with project

name TestMyISP are also supported by the Measurement

Lab, notably the New America Foundation. The Canadian

CRTC made rules in 2009, but there is little evidence of

enforcement of CRTC principles of reasonableness, which

are to be made on a case-by-case basis (Geist, 2011). 

2.2. Implementing Regulation of Net 
Neutrality

Net neutrality regulatory solutions under the 2009 Euro-

pean Directives had to be implemented by May 2011. They

can be classified by the ‘degree of self-regulation’

1.  Annex to Directive 2002/20/EC Authorisation Directive by Directive 2009/140/EC at OJ L337/68 18 December 2009.

2.  For more details and methodology, see http://www.samknows.com/broadband/ofcom_and_samknows for Ofcom and https://

www.testmyisp.com/faq.html for the FCC tests.

http://idp.uoc.edu
http://www.samknows.com/broadband/ofcom_and_samknows
https://www.testmyisp.com/faq.html
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involved, from basic informal communication through to

formal regulation. The general trend is towards an expan-

sion of scope of co-regulation, often at the expense of

statutory regulation. A wide variety of models of co-regu-

latory tools exists (EU, 2003) for those actions that

require coordinated or joint implementation (Marsden et

al., 2008; Tambini, Leonardi, Marsden, 2007). Without co-

regulation responsive to constitutional protection of free-

dom of expression at national levels, measures cannot be

self-sustaining (Marsden, 2011).

In the UK, Ofcom has continually attempted, since 2008,

to reach a self-regulatory solution. By 2011, with the time-

table for implementation of EC Directives growing near,

the government-funded Broadband Stakeholder Group

(BSG) produced a Code of Conduct, upon which the UK

government minister indicated that Berners Lee would

play an oversight role (Vaizey, 2011). Whether such a ram-

shackle arrangement satisfies the European Commission,

which is legally obliged to monitor implementation,

remains to be seen in the course of 2012. It is likely to first

ask the 27 Member States for details of their detailed

implementations, before a further information request

can be made which would be a prelude to a possible case

for a preliminary ruling before the Court of Justice of the

European Union (CJEU). Such a case would be unlikely to

be heard before 2013.

In the US, co-regulation is a novel concept, and the imple-

mentation of the technical means for measuring reasonable

traffic management are to be tested in a self-regulatory

forum, though with FCC blessing, the Broadband Industry

Technical Advisory Group (BITAG), under Executive Director

and FCC veteran Dale Hadfield. Its specific duties include

that to offer ‘safe harbor’ opinions on traffic management

practices by parties making formal reference for an advisory

technical opinion: “Specific TWG  functions  include:  (i)  iden-

tifying  ‘best  practices’  by broadband providers and other

entities; (ii) interpreting and applying ‘safe harbor’ practices;

(iii) otherwise providing technical guidance to industry and

to the public; and/or (iv) issuing advisory opinions  on  the

technical  issues  germane  to  the  TWG’s  mission  that  may

underlie  disputes among discrete parties.” (BITAG, 2011, sec-

tion 7.1). BITAG has a broad multi-stakeholder constituency

and is therefore far from simply an industry self-regulatory

solution, but charges companies for testing of their solutions

and is not currently mandated by law, therefore continuing
to act as self- rather than co-regulatory forum.3

 As a Delaware-incorporated entity with published bylaws

and an antitrust policy to formally exclude government
activity, BITAG is a classic self-regulatory organisation in

structure. US legal and policy scholars may wish to
research the extent to which this offers advantages and

costs in constitutional oversight and regulatory flexibility

as compared with more administrative law supported
bodies in Europe. Phil Weiser has proposed that a co-reg-

ulatory mechanism be supported (Weiser, 2009).

Unsurprisingly, net neutrality regulation has been fiercely
resisted by the ISPs, and its implementation has relied on

a series of declarations and merger conditions prior to full

implementation via regulations and legislation. Mergers
afford regulators the opportunity to introduce such rela-

tively minor adjustments as merger parties are eager to

conclude the overall deal, and trade off the relatively
minor inconvenience of controls on traffic management

in the interests of successful approval. In the same way as

consumers – even with perfect information – may not
view traffic management as the primary goal of their sub-

scription to broadband (and are thus easy targets for
restrictive conditions so long as industry standards pre-

vent real choice between ISPs), so ISPs may make strate-

gic choices to accept some limited traffic management
conditions as a price of approval. The proposed 2011

merger of AT&T Wireless and T-Mobile could also illus-

trate the propensity to enforce net neutrality via merger
conditions, as could the merger of Level3 and Global

Crossing, important Tier 1 backbone providers with exten-

sive Content Delivery Networks.

2.3. The Special Case of Wireless or Mobile 
Net Neutrality?

Mobile remains a poor substitute for the fixed Internet,
and mobile smartphone users (the most advanced mobile

users) in 2010 only downloaded an average of 79 Mega-

bytes per month (Cisco, 2011). It is misleading to use head-
line percentage growth to suggest there is a major

congestion issue - people are finally using the Internet on

3.  For details see http://members.bitag.org/kwspub/BITAG_Membership/

http://idp.uoc.edu
http://members.bitag.org/kwspub/BITAG_Membership/
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mobile networks via dongles and smartphones, so abso-

lute usage is increasingly slow compared to growth.

Mobile data traffic was in 2010 a total of 237 Petabytes,

which Cisco states is three times greater than the entire

Internet in 2000. More relevant is that it was 1% of the

Internet in 2010, a global total of 21 Exabytes. If mobile

data grows twice as fast as the global Internet for the

next decade years, it will amount to 11% of the entire

Internet by 2020. At that point, it will become more than

a statistical insignificance in global terms. Mobile claims

should be met with robust scepticism as mobile is such a

minute part of the entire Internet traffic measured, and

indeed a substantial part of mobile ‘traffic’ is intended in

future to be handed off to femtocells, WiFi cells, and other

fixed wireless infrastructure, piggybacking on the rela-

tively stable and mature fixed Internet that is expanding

to meet capacity. Mobile is a trivial proportion of overall

Internet traffic by volume, but commands massive premi-

ums over fixed traffic for the service provided.

European regulators’ group BEREC (2010, p. 11) explained:

“mobile network access may need the ability to limit the

overall capacity consumption per user in certain circum-

stances (more than fixed network access with high band-

width resources) and as this does not involve selective

treatment of content it does not, in principle, raise net-

work neutrality concerns.” They explain that though

mobile will always need greater traffic management than

fixed (“traffic management for mobile accesses is more

challenging”), symmetrical regulation must be maintained

to ensure technological neutrality: “there are not enough

arguments to support having a different approach on net-

work neutrality in the fixed and mobile networks. And

especially future-oriented approach for network neutral-

ity should not include differentiation between different

types of the networks.” BEREC (2010, p. 3) concluded that

mobile should be subject to the ‘net neutrality lite’ provi-

sions available under Directives 136/2009/EC and 140/

2009/EC, listing some breaches of neutrality: “blocking of

VoIP in mobile networks occurred in Austria, Croatia, Ger-

many, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania and Swit-

zerland”. The FCC's comment period on their Open

Internet inquiry, specifically asked for answers to regula-

tion of managed specialized services, and wireless net

neutrality. The FCC announced in their (FCC, 2010) Order

that they were prepared not to enforce their proposed

regulation on wireless services in the near future. This

means that the faster growing and more competitive US

market will be less regulated, whereas the more sluggish

and less competitive European market will be more regu-

lated.

3. The Future: Public Policy 
Considerations in Net Neutrality

Net neutrality is a more politically important issue than

telecommunications regulators are equipped or legally

bound to explore, as at stake are technologies of censor-

ship. BEREC (2010: 20) explains:

“Freedom of expression and citizens rights, as well as media

pluralism and cultural diversity, are important values of the

modern society, and they are worth being protected in this

context – especially since mass communication has become

easier for all citizens thanks to the Internet. However inter-

vention in respect of such considerations lies outside the

competence of BEREC.”

“Putting a cash register on the Internet” (Waclawsky,

2005) will permit much more granular knowledge of what

an ISP’s customers are downloading and uploading on the

Internet. ISPs could filter out both annoying and illegal

content. For instance, they could ‘hear’ criminal conversa-

tions, such as those by terrorist sympathisers, illegal por-

nographers, harassers, those planning robberies, libellous

commentary and so on. They could also ‘see’ illegal down-

loading of copyrighted material. They would be obliged to

cooperate with law enforcement or even copyright indus-

tries in these scenarios, and this could create even

greater difficulties where that speech was legal in one

country but illegal where it was received (Diebert et al.,

2010). Net neutrality is therefore less unpopular with

smaller ISPs that wish to avoid a legal liability morass,

which Directive 2000/31/EC (E-Commerce Directive) and

other national ISP non-liability ‘safe harbor’ [sic] laws are

expressly designed to prevent.

Politicians in 2011 were reviewing the E-Commerce Direc-

tive (COM, 2010, pp. 10–11), and passing local laws that

favour, for instance, their copyright industries, such as

the Digital Economy Act 2010 in the United Kingdom or

the HADOPI law in France. In the discussions to amend

the E-Communications Framework via Directives 2009/

136/EC and 2009/140/EC, large well-resourced European

incumbent ISPs saw the opportunity to make common

cause with mobile operators (Wu, 2007) and others, in an

alliance to prevent transparency and permit filtering. The

http://idp.uoc.edu
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regulation of the Internet is erecting entry barriers with

the connivance of the incumbent players, with potentially

enormous consequences for free speech, for free compe-

tition and for individual expression. This may be the cor-

rect option for a safer Internet policy (to prevent

exposing children to illegal and/or offensive content),

though it signals an abrupt change from the open Internet

(Zittrain, 2008). It is therefore vital that regulators

address the question of the proper ‘lite’ approach to net

neutrality to prevent harm to the current Internet, as well

as beginning to address the heavier questions of positive

– or tiered – breaches of network neutrality.

Forms of private censorship by intermediaries have been

increasing throughout the last decade even as the law

continues to declare those intermediaries (mainly ISPs,

but increasingly also video hosting companies such as

YouTube, social networks such as Facebook, and search

providers such as Google) to be ‘three wise monkeys’.

These intermediaries are not subject to liability for their

customers’ content under the Electronic Commerce

Directive (EC/2000/31) so long as they have no actual or

constructive knowledge of that content: if they  “hear no

evil, see no evil and speak no evil” (Marsden, 2010a, pp.

105–149). Any net neutrality solution needs to be holistic,

considering ISPs’ roles in the round.

Privacy inquiries can also impact on regulatory control of

traffic management, with the UK government taken to the

European Court by the European Commission for approving

the both secret and invasive behavioural advertising prac-

tices of British Telecom and PHORM in 2006. The introduc-

tion of network neutrality rules into European law was under

the rubric of consumer information safeguards and privacy

regulation, not competition rules, and the US Congress was

in 2011 actively exploring privacy rules and controls on ISP

behavioural advertising activities.

Finally, regulations passed in licensing can affect network

neutrality at a fundamental level. Interoperability require-

ments can form a basis for action where an ISP blocks an

application. Furthermore, wireless ISPs may be required to

provide open access, as in the FCC auction of 700MHz Upper

Block C frequencies in 2008 (Rosston and Topper, 2010, pp.

115-116), or in more general common carriage requirements

traditionally imposed on public communications networks

since before the dawn of modern communications, with rail-

ways and telegraphs (Railways Act 1844).

3.1. The Future Development of Net Neutrality 
and the Internet

The future of the Internet is a non-trivial issue; in fact it is

central to the future of productivity in most industries. It is

an enabling technology, which means that the exchange of

information on this open platform promises (and delivers)

real efficiencies in the economy and society generally, as it

helps collaboration and improvement (Carnoy et al., 1993). It

is also socially enabling ‘Web 2.0’ or ‘the participative web’

(Schrage, 2000; Seely Brown and Duguid, 2000). That is, it

has become a virtual playground, classroom, laboratory and

chat room (Palfrey and Gasser, 2008; Tapscott, 1999). More-

over, small businesses and solo, home-based workers

depend on the Internet. The promise of virtual worlds and

massive online collaboration is to extend this impact even

further by 2020.

The Wealth of Networks analysis of Benkler (2006) thinks

of the Internet as a giant experiment, combining labora-

tory with user innovation and feedback, while Boyle

(2008) describes a wider movement in Enclosing the

Commons of the Mind and Post (2009) extends a compar-

ison with Jeffersonian America. The open Internet is a

commons for all to enjoy. That is the basis for claims that

it should be preserved and regulation induced to prevent

any more enclosure of that commons, while at the same

time ensuring that the commons is not ruined by free-rid-

ers – that there is no ‘tragedy of the commons’. The open

Internet is by no means the only or necessarily the most

important place for public opinion to be formed, but it is

the open public space that gives legitimacy to all these

private or semi-private spaces. 

The problems of development and the global digital divide

are intimately connected to net neutrality. Internet connec-

tivity is still very expensive for most developing countries,

despite attempts to ensure local Internet peering points

(exchanges) and new undersea cables, for instance serving

East Africa. To flood the developing world’s ISPs with video

traffic, much of which comes from major video production

countries such as India, Nigeria and of course Hollywood,

could place local ISPs in serious financial peril. Casualties in

such undertakings include, for instance, countries blacklisted

by major ISPs for producing large amounts of spam: Nige-

rian consumers have previously discovered that their email

was blocked because the ISP was also used by spammers.

The second development problem that net neutrality debate

centres on is the wireless Internet. Most developing coun-

http://idp.uoc.edu
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tries’ citizens have much lower bandwidth than the west, and

most of their connectivity is mobile: India is probably the

poster child for a country with at least ten times more

mobile than fixed phone subscribers. In the next few years,

the developing world Internet user will test the limits of

mobile networks, and capacity as well as price might deter-

mine the extent to which they can expect a rapidly develop-

ing or a third world Internet experience. I flag up

development issues because they are critical. Universal ser-

vice is still a pipe dream for many in the developing world,

and when that arrives, the definition it is given will determine

the minimum threshold that ISPs have to achieve. As Mueller

(2007, p. 7) states, net neutrality “must also encompass a

positive assertion of the broader social, economic and politi-

cal value of universal and non-discriminatory access to Inter-

net resources among those connected to the Internet”. 

The types of non-net neutrality employed in West Asia/

North Africa in winter 2010-11 were politically rather than

economically motivated, that is, political censorship

designed to prevent citizens’ access to the Internet. Muel-

ler (2007, p. 8) argues that the tendency of governments

in both repressive and traditionally democratic regimes to

impose liability on ISPs to censor content for a plethora of

reasons argues for a policy of robust non-interference.

That is especially valuable in countries where there is

much less discussion of how government deployment of

ISPs as censors can endanger user privacy and freedom

of expression. Mueller suggests that the net neutrality

metaphor could be used to hold all filtering and censor-

ship practices up to the light, as well as other areas of

Internet regulation, such as domain name governance.

Network neutrality has become an important policy issue

discussed at the United Nations Internet Governance

Forum (IGF). The IGF discussions of net neutrality have

substantially increased (IGF, 2008, 2009).

We may expect to see more protest behaviour by ‘neti-

zens’ who do not agree with net neutrality policies, espe-

cially where ISPs are seen to have failed to inform end-

users fully about the implications of policy changes. Regu-

lators and politicians are challenged publicly by such

problems, particularly given the ubiquity of email, Twitter

and social media protests against censorship, and there

are two Pirate Party MEPs elected to the European Parlia-

ment. Research into social activism against corporate

control of the Internet is a growing research field (Hart,

2011).

4. Conclusions: Future Policy 
Research

The Internet’s evolution is dynamic and complex. The avail-

ability and design of a suitable regulatory response must

reflect this dynamism, and also the responsiveness of regu-

lators and market players to each other. Therefore, national

legislation should be future-proof and avoid being overly

prescriptive, to avoid a premature response to the emerging

environment. The pace of change in the relation between

architecture and content on the Internet requires continu-

ous improvement in the regulator’s research and technolog-

ical training. Regulators can monitor both commercial

transactions and traffic shaping by ISPs to detect potentially

abusive discrimination. An ex ante requirement to demon-

strate internal network metrics to content provider custom-

ers and consumers may be a practical solution, via a

regulatory or co-regulatory reporting requirement. The need

for better research towards understanding the nature of

congestion problems on the Internet and their effect on con-

tent and innovation is clear (Marsden et al., 2008). These

conclusions support a light-touch regulatory regime involv-

ing reporting requirements and co-regulation with, as far as

possible, market-based solutions. Solutions may be interna-

tional as well as local, and international coordination of best

practice and knowledge will enable national regulators to

keep up with the technology ‘arms race’.

The European legal basis for regulatory intervention is an

enabling framework to prevent competition abuses and

discrimination, under which national regulators need the

skills and evidence base to investigate unjustified discrim-

ination. Regulators expecting a ‘smoking gun’ to present

itself should be advised against such a reactive approach.

A more proactive approach to monitoring and research-

ing non-neutral behaviours will make network operators

much more cognisant of their duties and obligations. A

consumer- and citizen-orientated intervention depends

on preventing unregulated non-transparent controls

exerted over traffic, whether imposed by ISPs for finan-

cial advantage or by governments eager to use this new

technology to filter, censor and enforce copyright against

their citizens. Unravelling the previous ISP limited liability

regime risks removing the efficiency of that approach in

permitting the free flow of information for economic and

social advantage. 
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